
Raise some cute and/or
creepy zombie felties
from the dead with this
Halloween kit. Adapted
from felting embroidery
book Zombie Felties.

No-Sew Zombie Felties



Ingredients (Included): You Supply:

Felt pieces: gray, tan, pink, red,
black, white
Tacky glue + craft stick
Black permanent marker
Black thread
Printed coffin pattern 
Printed cat and dog patterns

Scissors
Ruler
Tape

Directions:

Cut out cat and dog patterns and
trace shapes onto felt using the
sharpie. The patterns will say what
color to use. Use a light sketching
motion so as not to pull the felt
too much. Then carefully cut out
the shapes, keeping inside the
black line.

Gray = zombie dog/body
Tan = zombie cat/body
Red = dog eyes, cat muzzle
Black = dog nose
White = dog teeth, dog bone (not
pictured)
Pink = dog gums, cat nose and
collar
 



TO MAKE THE ZOMBIE PUPPY:

Glue the teeth to the back of the head front piece. Fliip over
to adjust the placement before the glue dries.

Optional: Cut a very small piece of pink felt for the gums, add
some glue, and slide under the head on top of the teeth that
is showing.



Glue the two ears in position
on the back of the zombie
puppy's head, then align the
two felt head pieces and glue
them togeter. 

Glue on the eyes and the nose
to the front of the front head
piece.

Align the two body pieces and
glue them together, then glue
them to the back of the
Zombie Puppy's head. 

Your Zombie Puppy is
complete! Wait for it to dry a
few hours. 

To give your Zombie Puppy a
bone, align the two pieces and
glue them together. You can
glue some red felt to the
rounded edge for blood if you
like. (Not pictured.)



TO MAKE THE ZOMBIE KITTY:

Glue the red muzzle in place on one of the head pieces. Then
cut a tiny triangle from a corner of the pink felt and glue it
where the cat's nose should be. 

Using the permanent marker, draw a cat's mouth and some
stitched-up eyes. (Make sure the glue is dry first!) Sketch
lightly so as not to pull the felt, and go over it a few times
until it's dark enough.

Align the two tail pieces and
glue together. Then cut a few
small pieces of red felt for the
front and back of the tail, to
match the muzzle. 



Align the two heads so the whiskers and tail are inside and
glue them together. Then, glue the pink collar onto one of
the body pieces, then glue the two body pieces together

Cut the black thread into whiskers and tape them to the front
of the second cat head. (In this case, tape was a lot easier to
use than glue to keep the whiskers in position.) Then, glue the
tail to the inside top of the same head piece.



Finally, glue the body to the
back of the Zombie Kitty's
head.

Your Zombie Kitty is complete!
Wait a few hours for it to dry.

TO MAKE THE COFFIN:

Cut out the coffin template.
One piece is the body of the
coffin, and one piece is the lid.
(The lid says R.I.P.)

Cut slits to create flaps in the
corners and then fold along
the gray lines. Glue the flaps
together to create a coffin-
shaped lid.

Repeat the same process with
the coffin base. 



Have questions or comments about our Teen Take & Makes? Email me at
khutley@wilmettelibrary.info. Proud of your final project? Post a picture
and tag @wilmettelibraryteens on Instagram!

Place your Zombie Puppy and Zombie Kitty inside for when
they're ready to rise from the dead!

The Coffin template was free from: https://partywithunicorns.com/free-
halloween-coffin-favor-boxes-template/


